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CHURCHILL DOWNS, FALL 2016 MEET 
CLOSING DAY— 
SUNDAY, November 27—UPDATED with ALL 12 RACES

 
RACE ONE: 
JACK TRIPP is the controlling speed in this compact field on paper, and he 
ran like he needed his most recent start vs. similar company coming off a 
brief layoff. Chestnut has three of his four lifetime wins in Louisville, and 
he will be tighter in his second start off the sidelines; choice. BOB’S GONE 
WILD hooked a nice starter allowance steed in Big Kick in his most recent 
race and is another entrant that has an affinity for Churchill Downs having 
finished first or second in five-of-nine starts lifetime under the Twin Spires. 
Bay gelding figures to stalk the top choice in this compact heat; contender. 
The veteran campaigner UNION BOWMAN made short work of open 
$7,500 company in his most recent outing, and is well spotted to make it 
two wins in a row in for a $10,000 price tag in this spot. He has won thirty 
percent of his races this year and is eligible for improvement making the 
third start of his current form cycle; threat. INCITEMENT finished in front 
of one rival in his most recent start and was well behind BOB’S GONE WILD 
as well. He returns to open claiming company but his best work in 2016 
has been at Thistledown; tab for a minor award. 
  
SELECTIONS: 4-7-6-5 
  
 
RACE TWO: 
SARDINIA overcame a wide-post draw with a very short run-up to the first 
turn in her last start going a mile on the main track at Keeneland and was 
beaten a dirty head for all the money facing similar company as the 2-1 
favorite. Tapit filly has improved since entering Mike Maker’s barn and 
returning from a brief layoff back in September. She has finished in the 
money in four-of-five starts this year and likes a mile and a sixteenth on 
dirt; rates top billing. MISS SHAWAN has unleashed a couple of monster 
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efforts on the turf in her past two starts, but she didn’t run poorly in her 
only previous main track start in the mud at Indiana Grand, where she 
made up ground from off the pace and was only beaten six and a half 
lengths for all the money. Bay daughter of Notional out of a Brocco mare 
has a pedigree more suited for the main track, and her recent breeze over 
the deep going at The Thoroughbred Center in Lexington is sharp; 
contender. SPRING FLING didn’t pick her feet up in the mud in her career 
debut at Keeneland, but the bay daughter of Lemon Drop Kid is bred to love 
the stretch out around two turns in this spot. She has been training 
forwardly since the debut run and is sitting on a bullet work; cannot 
eliminate with confidence. BLUE RIDGE GIRL woke up when dropping in 
for a $40K tag in her most recent outing, where she was only beaten a half-
length for all the money as the chalk and cost herself the win by drifting 
out in the shadow of the wire. She has a license to improve in her third 
start off a layoff; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-8-1 
  
 
RACE THREE: 
The Calumet homebred DOUBLE A was only a nose off next-out winner 
Aviator Parks in his first start off the shelf and demonstrated marked 
improvement when dropping in to face $30K maiden claiming company. 
Well-bred son of Awesome Again out of a Tiznow mare will be tighter in his 
second start off a near two-month layoff and will be fitter turning back in 
distance with a route race under his belt; choice. DIRTY DAY turns back to 
a one-turn trip in this spot and returns to the main track, the site of his 
only previous money finish. I’m drawing a line through his last outing on 
the grass, where he had to steady to avoid a spill, and he has never been in 
this cheap; turf-to-dirt angle looks playable. THE LAST PROPHET steps up 
a couple of notches in class after pairing up second-place efforts against 
$15K maiden claimers in his past two starts, though the juvenile has 
improved with racing and just missed the win in his most recent start 
when wearing blinkers for the first time. He’s the controlling speed of the 
race on paper; wouldn’t ignore. DARK ARDEN’s best form has been in one-
turn races on dirt and the son of Archarcharch turns back in distance and 
has been hooking tougher company in his past two starts; class drop is the 
biggest attraction. 
  
SELECTIONS: 10-2-5-7 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The bay colt INFILTRATION creeps out of the conditioned claiming ranks 
in this spot, but is the controlling speed of the race and is a length and a 
quarter shy of winning his past three starts. Genaro Garcia’s outfit sent out 
Restless Rambler ($3.20) to score a daylight win on Friday’s card in 
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Louisville; gate-to-wire candidate. SHEBA’S ECHO overcame a tardy start 
in his most recent outing to finish second, beaten two and three-quarter 
lengths, against similar company. His form has improved of late at 
Churchill while stepping up in class; useful in exotic wagers. Z LUCKY’s 
form has improved in each start since he returned from a near 14-month 
layoff, and he gave a good account of himself in his most recent race while 
stepping up in class. Fosdick barn is hitting at a 20 percent strike rate at 
the tilt; further improvement expected. NIGHT PATROL is a little cheap for 
this crew but consistent, having finished in the money in six-of-eight starts 
in 2016. Bay son of Tapit likes to win, is a perfect one-for-one at Churchill 
and is undefeated from two starts lifetime on the main track going seven-
eighths of a mile; wouldn’t ignore. 
  
SELECTIONS: 1-3-8-6 
  
 
RACE FIVE: 
ROD MCLEOD returns to the races off a lengthy layoff, however he has run 
well fresh in the past and has won two-of-four starts lifetime under the 
Twin Spires. Speedy son of Roman Ruler figures to dictate the pace in this 
heat, which lacks any real early zip, and he’s sitting on a sharp half-mile 
bullet work five days ago locally in :47 3/5. Four-year-old seems well meant 
for a quarter; can wire this crew off the sidelines. DOUBLE OURS is a 
consistent campaigner that has placed in 15-of-23 starts lifetime and was a 
good second when dropping in for a $25,000 tag in his most recent start. 
He’s minor stakes placed on the main track this year and has hooked some 
tough customers in the form of Lewys Vaporizer and Speightsong of late. 
The gray son of Half Ours likes Churchill; contender. CAP TRICK 
dominated a field of open $16,000 claiming stock in his first start off a 
brief freshening in his last race, and he has never missed the trifecta from 
four prior starts in Louisville. Six-year-old steps up in class, but has 
finished in the money in nine of his past 10 appearances on dirt and is 
eligible for improvement making the third start of his current form cycle; 
threat. DANCE CHAMPION, like CAP TRICK, made short work of lesser 
rivals in his most recent race, but he makes his first start off the claim for 
the high-percentage Chris Richard outfit, likes seven panels on the main 
track and has finished no worse than second in his past three starts on 
dirt; contends despite the class hike. 
  
SELECTIONS: 3-4-9-8 
  
  
RACE SIX: 
The New York invader MAV will make his first start off the shelf and off 
the claim for the high-percentage Brad Cox outfit (had two winners on 
Saturday’s card), and this bay son of Henrythenavigator has finished no 
worse than second in six of his past seven starts on the turf. Three-year-
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old was only a head off the win facing $50K starter allowance company at 
Saratoga three starts back, and he ran a big race in his last start off the 
shelf; the pick. SMARTY KITTEN makes up half of a formidable, coupled 
Ramsey Farm entry going postcard in this affair, as this bay gelding was on 
the wrong end of a photo finish in the key prep for this race in his last start 
at Keeneland 41 days ago. He sports solid past form vs. similar starter 
allowance company, and he will be tighter in his second start off a layoff; 
contender in a contentious heat. REGAL KITTEN, the other half of the 
coupled Ramsey entry, finished a scant neck off the win in a blanket finish 
in his most recent start and is another entrant that has a license to 
improve making his third start off the shelf in this affair. Son of Kitten’s 
Joy is a length and change from wining his past three turf starts outside of 
stakes company; threat. KING OF SPADES has never missed the exacta on 
the Matt Winn turf course, has a versatile running style and was gaining 
on both SMARTY KITTEN and REGAL KITTEN in his last start while 
running in the seven-path. Street Cry (Ire) gelding has finished first-or-
second in four-of-nine starts this year; lots to like. 
  
SELECTIONS: 10-1(part of entry)-1A(part of entry)-5 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
The chestnut gelding HAWKSHAW is the controlling speed of this race on 
paper, and he was a good second when dropping into conditioned $16K 
claiming company in his most recent start. Son of Discreetly Mine looks to 
be quicker that the other pace factor in this heat—GIOCOURAGEMENT—
and he will appreciate turning back a sixteenth of a mile; gate-to-wire 
candidate. BIG BEN ran huge in his first ever dirt start in his most recent 
outing, where he made up a ton of ground from off the pace and just missed 
the win by a nose hooking lesser stock off a brief freshening. He’s eligible 
for improvement in his second start off the sidelines, and he has a dirt-
oriented pedigree; threat. SHOOTOUT’s form has been suspect against 
winners, and the lone win of the New York–bred’s career came against 
restricted company at Belmont back in the spring. On the positive side, he 
likes a flat mile on dirt; tab for a minor award. BURLEY BLAISE split a filed 
of eight in his most recent start facing similar company, where he endured 
an eventful trip and only finished four lengths and change off the win. He 
turns back to a one-turn affair in this spot but is eligible for improvement 
in the third start of his current form cycle; useful in exotic wagers. 
  
SELECTIONS: 5-10-3-9 
  
 
RACE EIGHT: 
THE GIPPER was impressive in his first start over a “fast” racetrack, 
setting a quick pace before tiring in the final eighth of a mile to be beaten a 
length and three-quarters for the win in a six-furlong heat that went in a 
snappy 1:10 1/5. He figures to have things his own way on the front-end, 
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as the race lacks early pace on paper and features eight first-time starters; 
wire job in the offing. UNBRIDLED WEST split a field of six in his career 
debut in New York, where he chased the pace and made up marginal 
ground in the stretch drive. He figured to gain some seasoning in that 
affair, but returns to the races off a lengthy layoff in this spot; figures for 
part, but may be start away from his best effort. HE’S MUNNIE’s form has 
improved since he exited minor stakes company in Minnesota and came to 
Kentucky, and he was on the wrong end of the win photo in his Churchill 
Downs debut facing maiden $75K claiming types. Consistent colt has 
finished in the money in four-of-seven lifetime starts; contender. 
PROFORMA was one-paced in the stretch in his debut, but ran a nice race 
to be third of 12, beaten four and three-quarter lengths for all the money at 
12-1 odds. Chestnut has been gelded since his last race and has a license to 
improve making just his second career start in this affair; threat. 
  
SELECTIONS: 5-10-3-12 
  
  
RACE NINE: 
It has been a while since PERFECT SAINT had his picture taken, but he did 
graduate over a “fast” racetrack against maiden allowance company under 
the Twin Spires last fall. His best form since has been on the grass, but he 
ran well to be third, beaten two lengths for the win, in his most recent 
outing vs. like company. There are no world-beaters in this spot; rates a 
slight edge. UNCLE JAMES will make his first start against winners, but he 
has run a pair of big races in his first two outings for trainer Wayne 
Catalano against $50K maiden claiming types, and this consistent son of 
Into Mischief has placed in five-of-nine career starts and hasn’t missed the 
trifecta in five-of-seven dirt starts lifetime; contender. TRACE OF MOJO 
won is last start off a layoff and his last race at Churchill Downs going 
seven panels. His form has been spotty against winners, but he comes into 
this affair fresh and sports a couple of sharp recent works; threat. The 
closer ZANOTTI has finished well in his past two starts against similar 
company, and he will appreciate the extra furlong in distance; comes 
running for part with a top effort. 
  
SELECTIONS:  9-5-3-4 
 
 
RACE TEN: 
IRON FIST, a gray/roan son of Tapit, looks formidable in the day’s feature, 
an extended sprint going seven and a half furlongs on the main track. 
Four-year-old drops out of graded stakes company and had an excuse when 
he ran poorly when last seen in the allowance ranks at Saratoga, where he 
was bumped hard at the start and lost all chance. He should get a great trip 
stalking an honest pace carved out by SHREWD MOVE, TORAZO, and 
CUPID’S DELIGHT; choice. HELOOKSTHEPART hasn’t visited the winner’s 
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circle since last fall at Hawthorne, though he has placed in 10 of his past 
16 starts and has put forth some big efforts under the Twin Spires in the 
past. Late-running son of Songandaprayer tends to run his race to earn a 
paycheck and should get honest splits in front of him to set up his late run; 
contender. CATHOLIC COWBOY split a field of eight and ran like he needed 
his last stat off a brief layoff, but the bay gelding will be tighter this go-
around. Florida-bred will appreciate turning back to a distance at which he 
has never missed the exacta, and he is a restricted stakes winner on the 
dirt in 2016. Improvement expected in his second start off the sidelines; 
can’t dismiss with confidence. The fleet of foot CUPID’S DELIGHT’s best 
career form has been in Minnesota, and he will have to deal with other 
front-running types in this affair. He set the pace and stopped in his most 
recent start against similar rivals; hangs on for part with a top effort. 
  
SELECTIONS: 6-1-2-7 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN: 
The chestnut gelding EXPLOSIVE KOWBOY has never put forth a poor 
effort from six prior starts and has especially sharp turf form. He broke 
slow and made up a ton of ground from off the pace to beat $50K starter 
allowance types in his first start over the Matt Winn turf course. Son of 
Kodiak Kowboy has a reliable closing kick; choice. 
APPROVETHISMESSAGE has finished in the money in 10-of-14 turf starts 
lifetime, and his form has improved off the claim for trainer Joe Sharp. 
Gelded son of Magna Graduate has finished a close second in his past two 
appearances on the grass in Louisville; contender. UNCLE GUY missed the 
break in his last start, was seven-wide at the quarter-pole and still 
managed to finish third of 11, beaten four and a half lengths for all the 
money at nearly 8-1. He should move forward in this spot in his second 
start off a layoff and he has finished in the money in five-of-seven turf 
starts lifetime; tighter this time. ZAMBIAN is a little better over a 
synthetic surface, however he has finished in the money in four-of-five 
starts lifetime going mile on the grass. Consistent son of Smart Strike 
hasn’t missed the trifecta in seven of his past eight starts and has a license 
to improve in the second start of his current form cycle; wouldn’t overlook. 
  
SELECTIONS: 12-8-2-3 
  
 
RACE TWELVE: 
SINGLETON makes his first start off the claim for the Mike Maker barn, 
drops in class and gets blinkers for the first time—all positive betting 
angles. His recent dirt form has been solid if unspectacular, and he was 
making up ground in deep stretch in his most recent start despite getting 
bumped around at the start and running in the five-path; choice. The 
lightly raced three-year-old gelding TONBO benefitted from the time off and 
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the class drop in his most recent start, and he’s eligible to move forward in 
his second start off a lengthy hiatus from the races. He’ll be fitter turning 
back to this one-turn heat with a two-turn race under his belt; 
improvement expected. PITCH COUNT demonstrated mild improvement 
when dropping in for a tag for the first time in his most recent race, and he 
turns back in distance off his past four starts; seems destined for a minor 
award. The best race of DUNK A DIN’s career to date came in his last start 
on this class level, where he stalked a slow pace and came up a neck shy of 
the win as the 2-1 favorite. Son of Dunkirk has a money finish at this one-
turn mile trip under the Twin Spires; contender. 
  
SELECTIONS: 3-1-2-12 
 
Sign up at www.johngaver.com to get updates directly in your email and 
never miss a race! 


